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THE HOUSE OF CLOUDS.
BY ELIZABETH R. BARRET.

I would build a cloudy house
For my thoughts to live in,
■When for earth too fancy-loose,

And too low for heaven.
I sleep and talk my dream aloud,
I build it fair to see—
I build it on the moonlit cloud.
To which I looked with thee.
Cloud-walls of the morning gray
Faced with amber column,
Crowned with crimson cupola
From a sunset solemn—
For casements, from the valley fetch
May-mists glimmering—
With a sunbeam hid in each.
And a smell of spring.
Build the entrance high and proud,
Dark’ning and eke brightening,
Of a riven thunder-cloud
Veined with the lightning.
Use one with r.n iris stain
For the door Within,
Turning to a sound like rain
As we enter in.

For the fair hall reached thereby
Walled with cloudy whiteness,
Take the blue place in the sky,
Wind-worked into brightness—
Whence corridors and long degrees
Of clcud-stairs wind away—
Till children wish upon their knees,
They walked where they pray.
Be my chamber tapestried
With the showers of summer,
Close and silent, glorified
When the sunbeams come there—
Sudden harpers, harping on
Every drop as such—
Drawing colors like a tune,
Measured to the touch.

Bring a shadow green and still
From the chestnut forest—
Bring a purple from the hill
When the sun is sorest—
Spread them out from wall to wall,
Carpet-wove around
And thereupon the foot shall fall
In light instead of sound.
Bring a gray cloud from the east
Where the lark was singing—
Something of the song at least
Lost not in the bringing—
And that shall be a morning chair
For poet-dreams—when with them
No verse constraint—the floating air
Their only, lovely rhythm.
Bring the red cloud from theeun—
While he sinketh, catch it—
Bring it for a couch, with one ,
Side long star to watch it—
Fit for a poet’s finest thought,
At curfew time, to lean:
When things invisible are brought
More near him than the seen.

Poet’s thought, not poet’s sigh!
Alas, they come together!
Cloudy walls divide and fly
As if in April weather.
Hall, corridor, and column proud—
My chamber fair to see—
All pass—except that moonlit cloud
To which I looked with thee.
L

Let them! Wipe such visionings
From the fancy's cartel:
Love secures some frailest things,
Dowered with his immortal.
Suns moons may darken—heaven be bowedBut here unchanged shall be,
Here in my soul—that moonlight cloud,
To which I looked with lltee.
London Athenaum.

GERMAN RATIONALISM.
From the London Monthly Review, Sept. 1841.

Review of Dr. Bret Schneider's “Letters to
a Statesman." Berlin.
^CONTINUED. J

“ Anthropology and the Bible.” Accor
ding to Dr. Bretschneider, the Natural Histo
ry of the human race, founded upon the more
recent discoveries made respecting the differ
ent people of the north, is the third enemy
which Scripture has to encounter. “Natural
philosophers and writers of travels,” he says,
“communicated unsuspectingly the results
of their inquiries respecting the human fami
ly, and the nations in all parts and corners of
the earth. They described the difference of
the races in form, color, and intellectual pow
ers, and the varieties arising from the mixture
of the race. They pointed out the great and
permanent distinctions between them, show
ing that these differences cannot be laid to the
*count of climate or mode of support, but
depend upon an original difference of parent*ge. Blumenbach collected skulls from all
Parts of the world, and brought the results of
his observations into a system. Into what
Perplexity was the theologian now thrown!—
If it ia made to appear that instead of one AdJni for the whole human race, there is an
Adam for the Caucasians, another for the Ne^oes, a third for the American tribes, a fourth
for the Malays, a fifty for the Mongoli, &c.;
*hat can theology do with the one Adam of
lhe Bible, with the doctrine of the Fall, and
*he guilt imputed to all men through Adam,
w*th the whole doctrine of original sin as a
'‘bnsequence of the Fall, and an infirmity de
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rived to all men, by ordinary generation from i history, I should have the least doubt that all recur to what I dwelt upon yesterday or the countable pang would surprise me at the
Adam? And if these doctrines were set aside, J the people, in all the known parts of the world day before, but have only to receive as from thought of an approaching eternity; not that I
where was the necessity of the vicarious sat i belong to one and the same common family.- ,God, and to make use of what he gives me I had any perplexing dread of future misery,
isfaction of Christ, the second Adam, in order Since ail the differences in the human race, every hour for myself, or for ministering to though I cannot say I was able cheerfully to
to remove the guilt of the first? Where was however striking they may at first appear, on others. When any person has received a ! look forward to the happiness of a future
now the ground of the condemnation of the nearer examination run into each other by the profitable word of mine, so that the little seed state.
But simple absolute eternity used to
heathen, if they did not descend from Adam?” most unobservable transitions and shades, no in the good ground begins to make its appear overwhelm me with such an awe of its unut
And since we are put on so good a course of other than very arbitrary lines can be drawn ance, I have often to admire that power from terable importance, that I cannot imagine it
questions by Bretschneider, may it not be between these varieities.”
on high, which ha3 rendered beneficial what possible for any of the usual afflictions of life
asked, where,—if it is true that the theologian
These quotations may suffice. But what did n»t take its origin from me, but of which to have given me a spiritual purification so
cannot refute the sciences which depend will the reader say, what can he think, when I1, in much weakness and unprofitableness, severe as this was. I seemed to be quite in
on experience,—where he could find any he finds a Protestant divine proceed as Bretsch was only the medium.
a purgatory of my own.
ground left, on which to construct a system of neider has now been shown to do; in the first
Jesus the standard of our self-knowledge.
Christian doctrine? This must be as difficult place setting aside the creeds of the church to —In trying and proving my own conduct, I
JEFFERSON. GILES AND TRUMBULL.
an undertaking, as for a cutler to make a knife, which he pretends to belong, and maintaining endeavor to realize some situation in which
In Colonel Trumbull’s Autobiography, he
in which nothing but the handle and blade I that “ the divine doctrine of the Holy Scrip- our blessed Savior stood; I think of the vari
mentions his dislike to Mr. Jefferson, with
were wanting.
i tures” ought to take the precedence with ev ety of characters I have to deal with, and how
whom he was formerly on teims of intimacy
That the human race is divided into many ery one over the Augsburg Confession, which in every case he judged righteous judgment.
and friendship.
Col. Trumbull gives the
species, is not derived from Adam, but from is merely the word of man; and then turning Then I enquire of conscience how I should
following account of their alienation.
as many Adams as there are species, was himself about, and representing the same word have acted had I been one of these characters,
It has been seen that in Europe I had been
said long ago by another man, with whom of God as full of falsehoods; and, for proof of and how the Savior would have replied or
on terms of confidence with Mr. Jefferson;
more lately some German and French wri this representation, resorting frivolously to acted by me in return.
The answer I thus
this continued for some time, so that in Ame
ters have agreed. That man was Voltaire, futile and baseless arguments, from sciences get from myself, in agreement with the tenor
rica, when the first mission to the States of
of whose contempt for religion Bretschneider to which he has never seriously attended; nay, of his written word, is of more value to me
Barbary was determined on, it was, through
elsewhere speaks. But how can he dare to acting so unfaithfully as to misrepresent his than any opinion that can be formed of me by
him, offered to me, and declined; but as the
cast a stone at Voltaire? Indeed, where is alledged authorities ?
others.
French revolution advanced, my whole soul
there so greatdifference between them? Has not
The Berlin Reviewer proceeds next to con
Benefit ofRetirement.—Retirement secures revolted from the atrocities of France, while
Bretschneider, as well as the other, assailed sider the province and lights of Natural Reli me from what would be too much of this
he approved, or apologized for all. He op
the vitals and the foundation of Christian doc gion, which the Rationalists regard as all-suf world’s din. Thus I get leisure for building
posed Washington—I revered him—and a
trine,—the truth of the divine word, our only ficient for the direction and interests of immor up myself in a recollected consciousness of
coldness gradually succeeded, until in 1793 he
consolation in life and in death? The only tal man. He commences with this invoca God, without which we are liable to pass away
invited me to dine. A few days before, I
difference that one can discern between the tion : “ May the Lord be with us, for it will our term of life we know not how. Very
had offended his friend, Mr. Giles, Senator
two, is that Voltaire attacks religion with wit, soon be midnight around us.” This, he says, important is it to discern the golden opportu
from Virginia, by rendering him ridiculous in
and Bretschneider without wit.
we must be ready to say, when we consider nities which God gives us for this purpose, as
the eyes of a lady, to whose favorable opinion
But Voltaire has been corrected in this the various efforts which are made to disturb well as the precious moments of day or night,
he aspired. On entering the drawing room
matter by the great Haller, who thus writes: the faith of Christians in the Bible, and point when he is spppi«*tty «tsb to us. Meditation
at Mr. Jefferson’s on the day of the dinner, I
“ Voltaire attempted to throw suspicion upon them only to the revelation of God in nature. is sweet to me at all times, but particularly in
found a part of the company already assem
the narrative of Moses, and to make the de Pascal, he continues, who was a man equally the night season.—Matt. xiv. 13.
bled, and among them Mr.Giles. I was scarce
rivation of all nations from a single man ridic great as a natural philosoher and a theologian,
Concealmentfrom the World.—Often have
ly seated, when Giles began to rally me upon
ulous. The pretext for his notion is derived clearly shows, with thorough knowledge of I wished that I could pass along my appointed
the puritanical ancestry and character of New
from the fundamental error, that the different himself and of nature, where this would end. way through this world, and be so little
England. I saw there was no other person
people,—the whiles and the negroes,—are “ When I see,” he says, “ the blindness and noticed as to be no object for the attacks of
from New England present, and therefore,
This is
distinguished from each other by essential char misery of men, and the strikingcontradictions slander and misrepresentation.
although that I was in no degree qualified to
acteristics in their organization, as a palm- which we observe in our own nature; when I why I have now heartily declined all learned
manage a religious discussion, yet 1 felt my
tree is from a pear-tree. This principle is see the whole creation silent, and man with correspondence with the great doctors of the
self bound to make the attempt, and defend mv
plainly false. All men with whom we out light, left to himself, and, as it were, lost age, and confined myself principally to corres
country on this delicate point as well as I
are acquainted, in the South and in the in a corner of the universe, without knowing pondence with my former pupils. I feel in
could,
North, or who are every day discovered who placed him there, for what object he is this respfect like that ancient Father, who de
Whether it had been pre-arranged that a
in the great sea which extends from Pata there, or what will become of him at death, I sired d disciple of his to bury him directly after
discussion on the Christian religion, in which
gonia to the Cape of Good Hope, and so am seized with horror, like a man who had his decease, and to raise no monument, not
it should be powerfully ridiculed on the one
around to Patagonia, encircling the known been carried while asleep to a waste and des even the mould over his grave.
side, and weakly defended on the other,
world, have countenances, teeth, fingers, toes, olate Island. And then I can only wonder
Bengel to his Biographers.—If friends of
should be brought forward, as promising
breasts, their whole inward structure, and all why we do not fall into despair at so misera mine should ever choose to write any memoir
amusement to a rather free-thinking dinner
the entrails, invariably alike, without the ble a condition. I look around me on every of my life, I can only say, with respect to
party, I will not determine; hut it had that
least distinction. We are acquainted with side, and see every where only darkness.— what they may notice of me as a Christian,
appearance, and Mr. Giles pushed his raillery,
many sorts of animals between which there Nature affords me nothing that does not fill that I sincerely hope they will spare theinto my no small annoyance, if not discomfiture,
are vastly greater differences than are ever me with doubt and disquiet. Did I see abso; selvrauihe trouble of all eulogy; and let God
until dinner was announced. That I hoped,
found between two men, which are yet un lately nothing to point me to God, I would be glorified.
I wish no one to’ think of me
would relieve me, by giving a new turn to the
questionably of the same origin.” Thus the determine on entire infidelity. Could I find beyond what he seeth me to be; and that
conversation, but such was not the case; the
great physiologist Haller.
every where the traces of the Creator, I would what he does see in me, may be referred en
company was hardly seated at table, when he
In this respect Cuvier, the celebrated zoo rest in the peace of faith; but since I see too tirely to the divine mercy.
All I am and
renewed his attack with increasing asperity,
logist of more recent times, agrees with Hal much to deny, and too little to be certain, I am have both in principle and practice, is to be
and proceeded so far, at last, as to ridicule the
ler. “ Man,” he says, “consists but of ge in a most deplorable state.”
summed up in this one expression—the Lord's
character, conduct and doctrines of the divine
nus.” In another place he says: “ Although
property. My belonging totally to Christ as
[To be concluded next week.)
founder of our religion.
Jefferson in the
there is only one genus of men, since all na
my Savior, is all my salvation, and all my
mean time smiling and nodding approbation
tions of the earth can fruitfully intermingle, yet
desire. I have no other glory than this, and
From the London Christian Observer.
on Mr. Giles, while the rest of the company
want no other.
we observe that different nations of the earth
silently left me and my defence to our fate;
TABLE TALK OF BENGELIUS.
can have a peculiar organization, which is
With respect to my writings, as taken notice
The writings of the celebrated Bengel (or of in any such delineation of my character, until at length my friend, Mr. David Franks
propagated in a hereditary way, and that
—first Cashier of the Bank of the United
these differences of organization constitute as his name is usually Latinized, Bengelius,) perhaps it. will be difficult entirely to acquit
States—took up the argument on my side.
once
highly
valued
by
Biblical
scholars,
and
the different races.”
me of over-curiousness. But whatever may
Thinking this a fair opportunity for evading
Dr. Bretschneider refers us, however, on some of them still deserving careful perusal, be said of me as having labored conscientiously
farther conversation on this subject, I turned
are
locked
up
from
the
vernacular
English
this subject, to Blumenbach. After saying,
to communicate what I had learnt, the staple
to Mr. Jefferson and said, “Sir, this is a
as quoted above, that the differences among reader, except those portions of his Exposi nourishment of my spiritual life has been
strange situation in which I find myself: in a
tion
of
the
Apocalypse
which
were
translated
men must not be laid to the account of climate
sought, as my friends well know, in gospel
country professing Christianity, and at a table
or of food, hut must be traced to a fundamental into our tongue, by Dr. Robertson, and pub truths of the plainest kind. These have I
with Christians, as I supposed, I find my
lished
in
1757.
He
was
born
in
Wirtemberg
difference in their origin, he proceeds to state:
embraced with sincere simplicity of heart, and
religion and myself attacked with severe and
“ Blumenbach collected skulls from all parts in 1687, and diedin 1752. There have been singleness of mind, apart from all subtle re
almost irresistable wit and raillery, and not a
various
biographical
notices
of
him,
but
no
of the world, and brought the results of his
finement and curious investigation. Faith,
person to aid me in my defence, but my friend
observations into a system. Into what per adequately copious narrative appeared till the hope, love, meekness, and humility, have
Mr. Franks, who is himself a Jew." For a
year
1831,
when
his
fellow-countryman,
the
plexity was the theologian now thrown, if it
been my cardinal points.
moment this attempt to parry the discussion
was made to appear, that instead of one Ad Rev. J. Burk, set forth a memoir of him,
Bcngel's own way of Thinking and
appeared to have some effect; but Giles soon
compiled
principally
from
manuscripts
never
am,” etc. ! Now would not any unprejudiced
Acting.—To learn thoroughly one’s own
returned to the attack with renewed virulence,
reader, not familiarly acquainted with this before published. The work was translated disposition, requires constant self-observation.
and burst out with—“It is all a miserable de
into
English
by
the
Rev.
R.
Walker,
of
Pursubject, after perusing this passage, certainly
My principle has been all along, neither to
lusion and priestcraft; I do not believe one
suppose that Blumenbach affirmed in his sys leigh, but we fear is little known.
take any individual Christian for my peculiar
word of all they say about a future state of
Bengelius
was
a
man
of
profound
learning,
tem that there is a difference among men,
model, nor to obtrude myself as such upon
existence, and retribution for actions done
which cannot be laid to the account of cli and eminent piety; but often fanciful in his others. For in the former case we may incur
here. I do not believe one word of a Supreme
mate, etc., but which depends upon a differ expositions of Scripture, particularly in re the error of servile imitation, under the idea
Being who takes cognizance of the paltry
ence in their origin,—in short, that there gard to unfulfilled prophecy; as time has that the person whom we regard as our model
affairs
of this world, and to whom we are
proved in his fixing the forty-two months of has good ieasons for every thing he does,
were many Adams?
responsible for what we do.”
the
number
of
the
Beast
on
the
21st
of
May,
What then will the reader think, when he
while, perhaps, he has no reasons of the kind;
I had never before heard or seen in writing
is assured, that he may find the very oppo 1810, and the destruction of the Beast on and in the latter case, we may do many a
such a broad and unqualified avowal of Athe
June
18,
1836.
We
may
possibly
take
oc

site of all this in Blumenbach’s work De Gen
thing ourselves from no better motive than to
ism. I was at first shocked, and remained a
eris Humani Varietate. This work con casion to draw up a brief account of his life have in it numerous followers and imitators.
moment silent; but soon rallied and replied,
from
the
valuable
materials
now
extant;
but,
cludes with the following words: “ It can
My own personal mode of thinking varies
“Mr. Giles, I admire your frankness, and it
not be doubted that each and all the varieties in the mean time, we have thought that a few totally from that even of some pious people,
is but just that I should be equally frank in
of men, as far as they are now known, belong pages extracted from his table-talk, will inter who are apt to be mere imitators of another.
avowing
my sentiments. Sir, in my opinion,
in all probability to one and the same species.” est and benefit our readers.
Our fundamental principles are the same; but
the man who can with sincerity make the
7'he
vacant
Seats
in
Heaven.
—
A
lady
of
To prove this is the object of the whole book,
we act upon them quite differently.
In this
declaration which you have just made, is per
—to prove that the varieties among men do rank being once in company with Bengel, respect I am as a loaf baked apart from the
fectly prepared for the commission of every
addressed
him
as
follows
:
“
I
hear,
Mr.
Pro

not result from a difference of origin, but from
batch, or as a Hanse town with its own laws
atrocious action, by which he can promise
climate, food, etc. And not only in the work vost, that you are a prophet; therefore, per and usages. Still allow me, beloved younger
himself the advancement of his own interest,
haps
you
can
tell
us
whether,
in
the
world
already named, but also in his contributions
brethren, to pass along with you side by side,
or the gratification of his impure passions,
to natural history, has Blumenbach carried above, there are any reserved seats for people for the prize of our high calling.
provided he can commit it secretly, and with
of quality.” He replied, “ I certainly, ma
through this his characteristic doctrine.
Inward Purification.—It is said to me—
a reasonable probability of escaping delection
In one place he thus expresses himself:— dam, am no prophet: though I acknowledge “Surely, as one of God’s children, you too
by his fellow men.
Sir, I would not trust
“ There have been persons who have protes that God has granted me some acquaintance must have had your share of trial and trouble?
such a man with the honor of a wife, a sister,
with
his
revealed
word
;
and
this
informs
me
ted vehemently against seeing their own no
Well, I can reply in the affirmative. But in
or a daughter—with my own purse or repu
ble selves placed by the side of Negroes and that reserved seats indeed there are; and so doing, I am not particularly thinking of
tation, or with any thing which I thought
that,
alas,
most
of
them
are
sadly
in
want
of
Hottentots in one common genus in the sys
outward trials. It is true I have all my life
valuable.
Our acquaintance, sir, is at an
tem of nature. An idle dreamer, the celebra occupants. So I read in Matt, xix, 24, and time had a weak constitution; but not anv
end.”
I rose and left the company, and
1
Cor.
i,
26.
”
ted pliilosophvsperignem Theophrastus Par
illness serious enough to lay me aside from
never after spoke to Mr. Giles.
The poor Sinner.—When he was at Tu my work.
acelsus Bombaslus, could not understand
Neither do I here particularly
I have thought it proper to relate this con
bingen,
in
1748,
a
peasant
of
the
neighbor

how all the children of men should belong to
allude to the mournful events which befell me
versation, as helping to elucidate the character
one and the same genus, and therefore to solve hood came up to him just as he was leaving between the years 1716 and 1726, I mean the
of Mr. Jefferson, on the disputed point of
his doubts, made on paper his two Adams.— town, and said, how happy he was for once sufferings and deaths of six of my children in
want of credulity, as he would call it. In
It may conduce to quiet the minds of many in in his life to get a sight of him. “Well, my their infancy; for God blessed these visitations
nodding
and smiling assent to all the virulence
this matter, which is a universal family con good friend, you have only seen one more with an abundance of his own vital comforts.
of his friend, Mr. Giles, he appeared to me
poor
sinner
that
depends
entirely
upon
the
cern, for me to name three philosophers of
Neither do I reckon among my special
to avow most distinctly his entire approbation.
quite a different sort, who, however they may mercy of God.”
troubles the undeserved reproach heaped upon
From this time my acquaintance with Mr.
Provisions
for
the
current
Day.
—
“
I
act,
”
have differed on other points, still perfectly
me by many of my opponents; for such things
Jefferson became cold and distant.
agreed in this; doubtless because it is an ob he said, “like the mistress of a family, who, are common in mere learned controversy; and
ject in natural history, and they all were the when a visitor comes in unexpectedly, sets as I have always forgiven the persons con
A VISIT TO THE -DAIRYMAN’S”
greatest natural philosophers which the world before him the provisions she happens to cerned, and am ready to do them as much
COTTAGE.
has recently lost, viz., llaller, Linnaeus and have at hand. For I always, when any service of love as if nothing had happened: so
Buffon. These three held that all true men, friends call upon me, converse with them any disagreeables I had suffered that way are
A correspondent of the Episcopal Recorder
Europeans, negroes, etc. are mere varieties of just about what my mind is engaged in at the more than compensated by the acceptance gives an interesting account of a recent visit to
time. As I live by the actual use of my which my works have every where met with. the cottage in which “the Dairyman’s daugh
the same genus.”
Blumenbach says further: “ I see not the breath, without having to consider what quan No, my chief suffering was of a spiritual and ter” lived and died, on the Isle of Wight.
least reason why, considering this subject tity of air I have inhaled in time past, so for secret kind. It came on slowly and continued
In the “Dairyman’s” cottage there was the
physiologically, and as a subject in natural my present spiritual life I am not obliged to long. More particularly at time» an unac simplicity of manners said to belong to the

50.
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this country. I was struck with the remark
able correspondence between the present ap
pearance of the cottage, and the description
of it given by Mr. Richmond forty years ago.
The same order and neatness also are stil’visible. The present occupant is a grandsoxf
of the Dairyman. The consumption, I think,
is still a frequent visiter at the cottage. I saw
a child apparently in very low health. The
sister feared it would die. The mother flat
tered herself it would escape the early death of
five brothers and sisters.
Elizabeth’s Bible is still shown, and the
room where she died.
There is reason ttf
believe that profitable thoughts have there
been awakened in many minds. In that little
chamber sickness had awakened serious
concern about a future state; many trials and
sufferings on account of sin had been enduredz
In the midst of these Christ revealed himself,
infinitely able and willing to save. And this
was no new event in the history of thesinnefV
fears and God’s goodness.
It was when?
Jacob was in the midst of troubles that he had
such visions of the divine glory. It was when'
he had the ground for his bed, and the stones'
for his pillow, that he saw the angels of God
ascending and descending in their glittering
robes.
Suddenly his fears were gone, hie'
troubles forgotten, and that desolate place was
the house of God, and the gate of heaven ■
Lo here the greatest trials proved forerunners’'
of the greatest mercies.
The Dairyman’s daughter was poor and'
uneducated, confined to an obscure chamber of
sickness and death, yet God thought of her,
and sent one of his most distinguished ser
vants, to minister to her, until her soul, puri
fied from all iniquity, ascended to his throne.But this is not all. The Record of the scenes
which have transpired, has not only awakened
most grateful recollections of redeeming grace
in the people of God, but has proved the in
strument of conversion of thousands of souls,
and is now flying upon the wings of the wind
over many countries, and in many languages,
furnishing “confirmation strong as proof o$
Holy Writ,” that Jesus can save his people
from their sins.
Through these records, The Dairyman5!?
Daughter and “The Young Cottager,” though
dead yet speak, and the usefulness of the'
minister who prepared them is perpetuated.
Many years have now elapsed since the las?
of these tasted death and entered that world
where converted souls, anti those who have'
been the instruments of tfieir conversion,*
doubtless see and know each other, But
while these thoughts awaken the solemn
apprehension of being on holy ground, I am
reminded of the temptation of Satan to asso
ciate them with place, to the exclusion, or at'
least the obscuration of the idea that divine
presence is unlimited and equal, and should
be the all-absorbing consideration in every
place. Its manifestation is not to be expected,
at tombs of the martyrs, or before altars, ex
cept in answer to prayer, offering to God in
memory of his own command that those who'
worship him should worship him in spirit and
in truth.
These are times, if I mistake not,
when the utmost care should be taken lest this
truth be lost sight of.

PRAYER IS THE SOUL’S SINCERE
DESIRE.

Agnes Clarke wa9 the daughter of Dr. A-Clarke, who gives the following account of
her. Agnes was a most interesting and prom
ising child; and few, of her years,- possessed
a finer understanding, or a more affectionate
disposition. She was led early to remember
her Creator; she truly feared him, and dread
ed nothing so much as to offend him, or grieve
his good Spirit. Young as she was, she
loved pTayer, and attended public worship
with delight. She was seized with the hoop
ing-cough, of Which she died after a long ill
ness, during which she often expressed he/
fears, that carrying her so much would hurt
her dear father, and nursing her so long
would tire her dear mother, and showed much
patience. Being naturally a clever child, she
had early learned to read, and was exceed
ingly fond of scripture stories; and, when un
able to read, she would talk of them, and re
peat texts and hymns she had before been
taught. When great weakness prevented her
from kneeling at her prayers, her distress was
very great; and, bursting into tears, she said,
“ Mother, I cannot pray?” “ Yes, my dear
child you can.” “ How? I cannot kneel
down“But, without kneeling, dear Agnes,
you can lie and think of your prayers, saying
them to yoursell; for God, you know, can see
the heart, and can hear what you have not
strength enough to say aloud, as you used to
do. You often lie and think of your father
and me, do yon not, and talk to os fn your
mind, when we are out of the room?’ ‘ Yes,
my dear mother.” ‘ Well, then, dearest, do
the same now about your prayers. Think of
God as near to you, which he is; then your
heart can pray to Him, as well as if yon knelt
down.’ She was lifted into her crib, and
closing her eyes, and clasping her hands on
her breast, she remained so for a few minutes;
then opening her eyes again, she exclaimed
with strong emotion, ‘ O yes, mother, I feel
that I can pray;1 and she ever after continued
this silent manner of prayer. Had this child
lived, she would have made, under proper
teaching, an eminent woman; but God saw it
best to take her; and, having sowed tbe goot
seed in her heart, took her to heaven, when
it should bring forth all its fruit in perfection
She yielded up her spirit in calmness ant
peace, into the hands of her great Creator
having just completed hor- fifth year.
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able on that account,) that they are more influ
towns and villages—with all the products of with advance in knowledge, increase of skill,
enced by the love of money than is consistent
To the Second Course established by the with the spirit of Christianity, or even the nature, and all the works of art—with turn or improvement in morals; that it retards the
pikes, canals and railroads—with all the advance of society towards social happiness,
Cincinnati Society for the Diffusion of
maxims of heathen philosophy.
means of commerce and of friendly social in and counteracts the design of our existence on
Useful Knowledge. By John P. Foote,
The necessity of devoting the greatest por tercourse, which are necessary to our progress
earth; and the discovery that war between na
Esq.
»
tion of our time to the acquisition of the in knowledge, virtue and happiness—with tions are alike unprofitable to the victors and
In the introduction to your attention of the means of subsistence, and of the additional
machines and inventions which give to inani the vanquished, and that the ends which men
•econd course of lectures established by this comforts and enjoyments, which have become
mate matter power to perform the labor of hope to obtain by them may be better and
society, I shall commence by endeavoring to necessaries of our lives, may perhaps be the
living, sentient beings—that power which is more easily obtained by other means:* are
confute a popular fallacy in relation to our lot of a greater portion of our citizens than of constantly causing its own increase, and ex
discoveries of moral truths which when perfec
national character, and indicate that trait those older and more wealthy communities;
hibiting one of the forms in which man may ted and adopted in practice, will give new powwhich distinguishes us most strongly; from but there is no part of the world where money
imitate, (at the infinite distance which sepa ers to the mind and enable it more easily to
which, and from our freedom, civil and reli is so lightly hazarded or so readily parted
rates them,) the works of his Creator; the accomplish the object of its mission: in like
gious, with other circumstances in our situa with for any object of desire;-—none where the
exercise of which power is the fulfilment of manner as the discoveries of the power ot
tion, I deduce that we are under extraordina love of money so easily yields to other influ
a portion of his duties, as imperative as the steam, the effects of certain combinations ot
ry obligation, as a people, to provide for the ences.*
laws of self-preservation.
the mechanic powers, and of the chemical re
dissemination of useful knowledge. Self
I hat most respectable and valuable body of
It is the perversion of this sentiment, (the lations of various substances, are physical
knowledge (the first in importance) I shall men, consisting of our clergy and our teachers
love of power,) which is the source of so truths which furnish new instruments, or im
maintain, in opposition to the materialists, is generally, know perfectly well, when they
many of the evils of life.
The desire of prove those we have had before, for the use
not mere physical knowledge of our animal assume their vocation, that they at the same
mankind to assume and exercise power over of the mind in its operations upon matter.—
system, but that our intellectual nature is in time relinquish all hope of acquiring wealth. others instead of themselves—over their fel
The search after truth therefore is required to
finitely higher and more worthy of our atten The immense number of youth of our country low men instead of the rest of the creation;-to
be constantly prosecuted in all the depart
tion. Some brief reasons for the choice of who are desirous to obtain situations in our exercise it for individual, instead of general
ments of mind no less than in the various ob
subjects of this course of lectures will be army and navy, are fully aware that the pro happiness,—to prefer physical to intellectual
jects presented to our senses in the kingdoms
given, and I shall close with urging the pow fession they are anxious to assume, does not power over their fellow creatures,—and to
of nature.
erful obligation which our high social and lead to riches. And even those who embark neglect the acquisition of that knowledge
To many persons it will appear to be a
political advantages impose upon us, of culti in the career of political ambition, know well, which is necessary to its beneficial exercise-—
work of superrogation to controvert the doc
vating charity in the highest form of its mani that if they pursue an honest, patriotic course, are the sources of a great portion of the sever trines of the materialists, notwithstanding so
festation.
(which most of them intend to do at the com est evils of humanity.
many of the scientific men of Europe! are
One of the most favorable traits in the char mencement of their eourse,) it will lead them
For the purpose of correcting these evils, included among them, for to them it appears
acter of a people during the early period of away from, rather than towards wealth. the paramount necessity of man is true know
that the dogmas which they promulgate are
their national history, and while they are And yet a majority of all the youth of our ledge—knowledge of the truth;—of the various
contradicted by the very faculties through
establishing their rank among the nations of country would seek occupation in one or the truths contained in the works of creation, as
which they, are enabled to give them utterance
the earth, is an extraordinary sensitiveness in other of these pursuits, if there was room in well as those contained in the revelations
—by the mental process necessary to enable
respect to the reputation of their country a them for so great a number. And this because of his Creator to his own mind, or through
them to change, modify, conceal or display
jealousy and watchfulness in relation to the the distant hope of fame—the desire to benefit the medium of the minds of his duly author
their peculiar notions according to the cir
impression which their manners and character their fellow-men, or the wish to speed the ized instructors. These truths are all worthy
cumstances of time, place, or associates by
may produce on the minds of the inhabitants march of their country in the glorious careeer objects of our study and research; and the which they may be surrounded.—The con
of other countries, and the subjects of different which they see open before her, possess number and variety of them, and of the methods sciousness also of every human being—the
governments. This trait of character is a sure stronger attractions for them than the love of in which these researches may be pursued,
necessity that every bodily action should be
pledge of progress in civilization and refine money.
And even those who apparently, are such, that every temper and disposition, subjected to mental control—that the mind
ment: it is a testimony of the powerful influ devote themselves to the pursuit of wealth, every taste and propensity, may find appro should give forth its commands before the
ence of the social principle, through which in most cases consider it, not as business priate mo<3e>« of graiincation in Uic pursuit: bodily powers can be brought into exercise—
nations and individuals are led to the adoption which is to occupy their lives, but as a and this is one of the methods of promoting appear to be indubitable marks of the inde
of that course which, when not interrupted by troublesome and disagreeable course which human happiness, which is not subject to pendent powers of the soul, and of the supe
perversions of that principle, will accelerate they are obliged to pursue for a certain period, doubt or objection, but is universally sanc riority of mind to matter—of that superiority
their progress to prosperity and respectability. but which period they wish to make as short tioned and admitted.
which all nature proclaims and to which all
The maxim “ know thyself” has been ap the works of creation bear testimony.
The people of the United States have dis as possible, until they can be enabled to adopt
played so much of this sensitiveness, as to be a different and more agreeable manner of life, proved from the earliest period, and this
The Power which has brought into exis
thereby subjected to frequent sneers and ridi for which a certain amount of wealth is neces knowledge is to be sought for in every source tence the numberless worlds, among which the
cule from the thoughtless and inconsiderate,and sary. Those among us who devote long lives from which it may be derived: but the most one we inhabit is, comparatively, but one of
these have been so often repeated, that many, to the acquisition of superfluous wealth, are correct method of investigating this subject is the atoms of a great system; and which has
even among ourselves, have yielded to their more frequently foreigners than Americans, a point on which no such general accordance given them laws that they cannot disobey—
influence, and acknowledged that as a defect, and our Girards, Astors, Costers, etc. etc., of opinion exists. The doctrine hqp been a- that Power which has created that “complicate
which is in fact a warrant of ultimate superi have generally arrived in this country with vowed and taught by many self-styled philo and wonderful” being, man, so “ infinite in
ority, if it be but rightly directed, and it is one their ruling passion too strongly developed, to sophers*—and it is, apparently, the governing faculties, in form and moving so express and
of the reasons of the rapidity of our progress be much influenced by our institutions or principle of most of those criminals, whose of admirable,” to inhabit subdue, and improve
fences against society are of the most atro this earth—that Power which shall hereafter
in power and refinement.
manner?
Philosophical observers, like De TocqueIt is undoubtedly common to us and the cious kind,—that all our mental and moral awaken him from the sleep of death and call
ville, and careful examiners of our statistics of rest of mankind to desire wealth as the means faculties—all the operations of the intellect him forth from the corruptions of the tomb, to
physical improvements, like Chevalier, have, of furthering the progress of deigns to the ac and the will—are merely functions of matter be clothed with glorious beauty, and to have
by their works, conferred lasting obligations complishment of which’it is necessary. As regulated by its peculiar state of organization. his high faculties enlarged, brightened and pu
upon us, and upon the world. They afford a representative of power, wealth is valued This doctrine, if generally adopted, would be rified from the soils and taints “ of this sinus opportunities, both of giving lessons to the by mankind in general; and the love ofpower fatal to human improvement, and soon ter worn mould;”—that Power is purely intellec
old world, and of receiving them in return, maybe considered as the most strongly marked minate the progress of civilization, for it de tual, it is the prerogative of the Almighty
through which means mutual benefits may be national characteristic of our country. It has stroys hope and benevolence,! and leaves the mind and will:! our understandings revolt at
derived by both parties: and this should that ascendancy in the American character, selfish principles of our nature so strongly the idea of any, except mental, power being
always be the object of travellers in publishing which the love of pleasure possesses in the developed as speedily to subdue our mental employed in the works of creation; and Mil
their observations and opinions. But those European,! and the love of ease in the Asiatic. faculties; as it immediately perverts our mor ton’s sublime poem sinks almost to burlesque
travellers who have given accounts of our It certainly distinguishes the characters of our al powers by the influence of the degrading by imagining material instruments, such as the
manners and customs, our character and insti countrymen from those of other civilized na estimate of ourselves, which places us only “ golden compasses,” employed by the Al
tutions, in our own language, have generally tions, more strongly than the love of money, in the highest order ofbrute animals. But a mighty, in bringing this world into existence.
been exceedingly superficial in their observa and is therefore a more appropriate distinction. belief of the truth that our physical proper
Every material susbtance, no less than the
tions, and subject to such powerful prejudices,
And this love of power is a national char ties—our corporeal endowments—are but in laws by which it is governed, is brought into
that very little useful information can be acteristic rather of hope and promise than of struments—tools—given to the mind to make existence solely by the exercise of the will
derived from their accounts of our peculiari reproach and regret.
It is one of the most use of during its abode here on earth, for the of the Infinite Mind, the source of all minds;
ties; and the influence of the truths which effective causes of our rapid advance in all the purpose of enabling it to accomplish the ob and the physical laws by which it must be
they tell respecting us, is lost through the arts of civilization and all the refinements of ject of its mission, must tend to advance the governed are impressed upon it, at its crea
progress of improvement, and the increase tion, in the same manner, by the same exer
resentment occasioned by perversions and
cultivated taste.
of human virtue, knowledge and happiness, cise of will through which it was created.
mis-statements.
Man’s mission upon earth is to acquire
by raising our estimate of our powers and
It is difficult even for a candid foreigner, to
Man alone, of all the visible creation, pos
power—and knowledge to direct its exercise.
faculties, and exciting the idea that as they sesses the power of transgressing the laws of
observe correctly the numerous shades of
Power first over his own passions, appetites
are, apparently indefinite, there is no appre his Creator; and this power most strongly
character that distinguish a people, whose
and desires, and knowledge of the laws and
ciable boundary to our progress—that we marks his superiority to all creatures and
most striking and obvious characteristics bear
will of his Creator, so that they may be made
may attempt every thing with hopes of suc things by which he is surrounded; for the
a strong resemblance to those of his own
subservient to His glory, and the happiness
cess, and by continual discoveries of new greater the freedom of action granted to any
country, and which are derived from the same
of Ilis creatures.
Power, secondly, over
powers of mind and new combinations of being, the higher is the station of that being on
source; and the more so if he is accustomed
nature, animate and inanimate, and knowledge
matter, may hereafter achieve objects for the scale of excellence. This fearful and won
to remark only the most obvious and common
of the means necessary to the proper exercise
which we have hitherto scarcely hoped.
derful power, as it is the warrant of man’s su
objects, such as are manifest to the most super
of that dominion over the rest of creation,
Every discovery of a moral truth is an in premacy, is also the mark of his accountability
ficial observer, and to take all other things of
which man is commanded to assume.
crease of the powers of the mind, as every and the proof that he is the subject of rewards
which he is to treat for granted.
In such a
This assertion of man’s supremacy—the new discovery of physical truth is an addition
and punishments both spiritual and temporal.||
case, which is a very common one, among
operation of the love of power in the proper to the tools and instruments by which the Our bodily welfare is dependent upon our obe
our English travelling visiters, the accounts
and legitimate method of its display, is filling mind performs its labors. Thus, the discov dience to the physical laws of our nature and
given of us, are more likely to be in accord
land with cultivation and with cities, ery that a state of slavery! is incompatible our mental faculties are no less influenced by
ance with preconceived prejudices than with our
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE

facts correctly stated from accurate observation.
By the publication of hasty, inconsiderate and
worse than idle, accounts by travellers, who
are deficient both in the talents and industry
necessary to qualify them for the task they
assume, the true character of a people is mis
conceived, and erroneous opinions are formed
respecting the influence of any peculiar circum
stances in their situation, whether arising from
government, climate, soil, institutions, or acci
dental circumstances.* Such superficial ob
servers of our character aud manners have so
often repeated the remark, in various forms,
that the most distinguishing characteristic of
the people of the United States, is the love of
money, that a belief of its correctness has
i
i
t .'"Ivnrs’il even amonff our-

become almost universal, p e

lg

selves. And yet, as a characteristic distinction
between us and other people, nothing can be
mrtre incorrect. It is indeed an attribute of man
kind in general, (one of which no nation dif
fers so widely from all others as to he remark’"•'Tt'iTriwaysa desideratum with any people, and
more especially a people situated as those of the •
States, in the course of a rapid progress in arts ano
improvements,—not only to understand their own
character, but also to know what is their reputation;
because the latter may afford them useful hints for
t-M imprsrsimnt of the former.

The character of any people can very seldom be
judged of correctly from the class of persons that
travellers are most likely to see. Indeed it is impos
sible for any one from mere personal observation, to
know what are the most prominent and important
traits of national character; statistical tables, (para
doxical as it may seem,) are of more value in this
respect, than personal observation.. If we compare
the statistics of a nation at one period, with similar
statistics at another, we can draw better interences
than from a traveller’s remarks, which, in the case
of an Englishman, depend greatly cn t he quail y o
his dinner, and in that of a Frenchman on the pres
ence or absence of a theatre. M. Chevalier s s a istical tables are much more valuable than Ins experi
ence, and a cool, philosophical mind by examining
them carefully, may correct many of his erroneous
opinions
t I have seldom met with nn European traveller
who did not remark more emphatically, upon our
want of amusements and pleasures, as they sty e
them, than upon any other peculiarity in our situ
ation. Even M. Chevalier, whose object was o
see and estimate properly the great works we have
been enabled to accomplish by thinking o improve
tnent more, and pleasure less than any other people,
thought the want of amusements here in the West,
a great defect in our social establishments. When
reminded that a people who have to build up towns,
subdue the wilderness, provide means of education
found religious establishments, and make PrJ*vl
,
for all the growing necessities of an intellectua
people, in a country so rapidly increasing in P°Pa
latien as ours, derive their pleasures from agrees
very different from those which are cultivatedI in
old communities, where all these things
?
been accomplished; and could no more
.
the amusements which our visiters look for, than
<;rown men could go back to playing mar > es
hoys: he could comprehend and admi ie c<)
nr
nesa of the remark, but still regretted e
hie enstomarv amusement*.

* The materialists think that all the knowledge
of ourselves which we can obtain is that of our phys
ical nature; and as according to their notions there
can be no actions except such as necessarily flow
from peculiar physical organization, there can ot
course be neither sin nor accountability,—all moral
influences are excluded from their systems of educa
tion and of social polity. Hence the schemes for
removing human evils by living in parallellograms,
abolishing marriage, dividing property, and various
other contrivances for evading the effects ofsin with
out restraining or exterminating their cause.
f One of the most remarkable of this class of phi
losophers whom 1 have ever known was, about 3(1
years ago, distinguished by the appellation of
‘Walking Stewart,’ he had travelled over most of the
civilized world for the purpose as he said of observ
ing human society in all its phases. He published a
work entitled “ Opus Maximum,’’ which he consid
ered so much in advance of his age, that in his pre
face he earnestly advises all into whose hands it may
fall to provide means for its preservation, by burying
or depositing it in places where it may be discovered
after the lapse of ages, when men will have advanced
so far towards perfection that nothing but that book
will be wanting to them. He published a small
tract addressed to’Bonaparte, in which he tells him
that as the atoms of w hich his body is formed are
continually passing off and being dispersed abroad,
and again united to other bodies, he inay through
them be connected physically with any or every
man in his kingdom, and therefore he ought to be
kind and benevolent, because if he afflicts or tor
ments any living being, he may be afflicting what
has formed apart of his own body, and thus tormen
ting himself. This is thp highest motive to benevo
lence that this system will admit.
t I do not confine this remark to the most abject
and degrading slavery that exists among mankind.
In proportion as we are free is our power to improve
in morals, skill, and knowledge. The freedom
to which I shall frequently refer ii necessary to the

the observance or neglect of the moral laws
given us for the rule of our conduct in this
life.
The freedom to transgress, as well as to
obey, is a mark of the dignity of human na
ture, and the degree of civil and political, no
less than of moral freedom, which men are
capable of enjoying and preserving, forms the
perfection of man’s character. Whenever a man is
qualified to enjoy perfect freedom, his character is
perfect. And no man nor country can retain any
more freedom than he or it is qualified to enjoy.
* It is necessary to the full development of the
powers of the mind that the common place truths
which we adopt without question-should be discov
ered, (as well as new ones,) 1. E. the reasons and
reasonableness, the rationale (to use a scientific
term) of them should be comprehended and appre
ciated, and the mind exercised upon them until the
discovery is perfect.
t Mr. Jefferson was the most distinguished of the
philosophers of our country who belonged to the
school of the materialists, and his influence in ar
resting the progress of our country in civilization
and morality was beyond any estimate that has ever
been made ofthe power of an individual.
} It cannot be necessary to follow this idea with
the inferences that naturally flow from it; they
must be so apparent as to need no further remark.
|| This principle is not peculiar to man in his re
lations to other created beings, but it is common to
him in all his social and political relations. Na
tions enjoying the greatest degree of freedom are
highest in rank, and the same principle descends,
and is applicable to all relations which human beings hold, whether to each other, or to different be
ing*

standard of their comparative excellence in turned his attention that way as to induce him
the former no less than the latter scale. But to seek, and at length to find, what he deemed
in proportion to the extent of the liberties we the plain path of duty.
In due time he was admitted to the sacred
enjoy is our responsibility for the manner in
office
of ambassador for Christ, and in that ca
which they are exercised. M e cannot neg
pacity
returned to his distant home, to his mother
lect the proper employment of our freedom,
But
who
shall tell that mother’s joy, or express
nor the means of its preservation, with impu
the
gratitude
which swelled her heart in thank
nity;* for the power to transgress laws does
fulness to Him who had permitted her to seethe
not justify any exemption from, but requires
long cherished wish of her soul realized ? Thapunishment for transgressions, as well as for
mother is now a saint in Heaven. But the
neglect of the duties imposed upon us by our will never forget the deep emotion and joy too
superiority: it gives the choice between obe intense for aught but tears, with which she
dience and suffering—between the perform ceived at his hands, for the first, and as it proTri
ance of our duties and punishment for their the only time, the emblems of the body and Wood
neglect.! The physical laws of our material of her Saviour. She came no more to the sane
system do not more certainly ordain the suf tuary; her wish was realized, and she was soon
fering of physical evils as a consequence ot after called to eat bread in the Kingdom of God
their transgression, than the moral laws of our
We doubt not there are many mothers wi0
intellectual nature ordain spiritual punish have otten entertained a similar wish for thgj.
ments as a consequence of spiritual transgres sons, and who would have equal joy in setin?
sions. It is not more certain that gluttony, their sons engaged in the service of the Sariooi’
drunkenness, and other excesses will cause Let that wish be made known. Let it be »c.
fevers, gout, palsey, and other bodily diseases, companied by such tender and affectionate coun
sel as a mother knows how to give, and with the
than that envy, hatred, and malice and other
blessing of God, the best results will follow.
moral crimes will produce far more painful and
E- B.
dangerous disorders of the soul, than can be
brought upon the body by the greatest of its ex
cesses. And the powers of the mind will al
ways be weakened by such disorders; for our
moral and intellectual powers are too inti
mately connected to permit the former to be in
jured without affecting the latter. And al
though the mind may not immediately exhibit
the maiks of the infirmities which are de
stroying it, yet their secret operations contin
ue, and if the body be not destroyed, they will
cause the result of madness or imbecility.!—
Although the tree may appear fair and its fruit
good, yet there is a worm at the root, which
will cause its certain and rapid decay. Minds
which are diseased by vice, may by great
exertions, upon extraordinary occasions, ap
pear in possession of their powers unimpaired,
but if their ordinary actions be remarked,
their disease will be manifest.
[^CONCLUSION NEXT WEEK.J

For the Western Episcopal Observer.
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The appearance of one of the columns of *
late numbar of the Observer excited in my mind
emotions of a peculiarly interesting character.—
At the head of it was the notice of the death of
a Father in Israel, the venerable Bishop Moore,
at the foot a paragraph announcing that a brave
young «son of thunder,” the Rev. Charles Prin.
die, had gone to his everlating reward. Strange
mutability of human affairs, thought I, that
the insatiate monster, death, should wing oue
arrow against the breast of the warrior of eighty,
and then immediately discharge another for the
prostration of the young Soldier of thirty_
Strange that the one should be called to his ac
count whilst in active discharge of the most ar
duous labors of his ministry, though at an age
when many enter into second childhood, and
mere oblivion of past existence, whilst' the
other should be taken to his reward whilst resting
on his arms, recruiting for further service, though
in the very bud of ministerial being. Strange,
that the one a Diocesan Bishop, with an assistant
to perform all the more distant visitations, and
therefore allowed to spend nearly all his time in
the bosom of his family, and surrounded by
numerous relatives, should yet die from his home,
with no wife, or sister, or daughter, or even niece,
to be his ministering angel, when pain and anguish
wrung his aged brow. Whilst the Western
Missionary, whose field of labor was a thousand'
miles from any one whom he could claim as of
his kindred, should in the good Providence of
God, be permitted to have his dying eyes closed
by those most dear to him, under the paternal
roof. And yet the aged Bishop was buried from
his Church, the monument alike of his own apos
tolic labors, and the awful conflagration of the
Richmond Theatre; carried to his temporary, not
his long home, amidst the tears and sobs of those
whose feet he had guided into the way of peace,
although lie died away from his parish; whilst
the youthful Missionary was not permitted even
to lie as a corpse, in the place where he had often
stood as the faithful herald of the Cross. But
their bodies have gone to the dust, out of which
they were alike 'made, and their spirits have gone
to the bosom of that God of whom they were
alike born. We say of both the aged Bishop
and the youthful Presbyter, « Requiescat in pace."
But whilst we leave others to do honor to the
memory of the much loved Bishop of Virginia,
it may well be our part and duty to speak a
word in honor of the noble Indiana Missionary.
It tvas just two years ago that the Rev. Charles
Prindle, full of missionary zeal, came to the
writer’s house, in Indianapolis, on his way to
Terre Haute, his appointed field of labor. He
at once became a near and dear brother, and when
he came over to spend his Christmas with us, we
felt blessed that our nearest Clerical brother,
though sixty miles off, was so choice a spirit,—
But he was too keenly sensitive for the rebuffs
of Western Missionary life, and after rather more
than a year’s residence in Terre Haute, he went to
Lawrenceburgh, and again we rejoiced that after
our own removal, our next Clerical brother of the
same Diocese, was Prindle.
Broken down in health, he went home to re
cruit, his heart still with Indiana. In a letter to
me dated just two weeks before his death, and
probably the last he ever wrote, he says, “ I shall
be back to Indiana in good time after my health
returns; I doubt not but I shall recover my health
in God’s own time, and that he will guide me to
my field of labor.” Yes God has guided him to
his field of reward in immortal health—let hii
parishes bear witness to his disinterested labors.

In further considering the duty of parents
and sponsors in reference to the Gospel Minis
try, we would respectfully direct their attention
to the opportunities they possess of eminent use
fulness. That parent who has been successful
in his endeavors to educate and prepare bis son
for the Ministry of the Church, has done a ser
vice to the cause of Christ, the benefits of which
are beyond all estimation. He becomes the
honored instrumental cause of a series of in
fluences which shall never cease to be felt.—
That son, as a successful Minister of Christ, may
be the means of converting many others, who in
like manner may become Preachers of the ever
lasting Gospel, and be equally honored in their
work, and thus the bright succession shall go on
increasing in wonderful proportion, to the end of
time. What Christian father does not feel a holy
ambition to become the honored agent of a cause
like this? What satisfaction must not the re
flection produce in his mind, as his life draws to
a close, and his day of active usefulness is pass
ing away, that he has been enabled to do some
thing in the cause of his blessed Master. And
ye mothers in Israel, feel you no desire, like the
pious Hannah of old, to bring your young Sam
uels and lend them unto the Lord as long as
they live ? How favorable are your opportuni
ties. We need not speak to you of a mother’s
influence in moulding and directing the mind of
her young charge. A mother knows it well__
She has daily and hourly experience of its power.
And will you not, to your uttermost, exert that
influence in behalf of a cause which has done so
much for you. A word—a wish from you will
not be lost. The present writer knows of an in
stance where the wish of a beloved mother had
a controlling influence in directing the mind of
her son to the ministry. Of many sons whom
she faithfully and successfully trained up in the
ways of piety, there was one whom she resolved,
by the blessing of God, to devote to his more im
mediate service; and when that son was about
to leave his paternal home to complete his edu
cation, with his mother’s blessing, he also carried
with him, deeply impressed on his mind, his
mother’s most ardent desire and prayer for him,
viz: that he might be made meet for his Master’s
service in the sacred ministry. That wish was
not forgotten by the son. Coming from one so
loved, and whose wish had even been his law,
how could it be? In all his thoughts and plans
for the future it would be ever present. In every
petition at the throne of grace for guidance,
and direction—in every inquiry as to what the
Lord would have him to do, that wish would
We sympathise deeply with the relatives of
mingle; and although it was not made the sole the lamented Prindle, and the Diocese of Indiana
reason for his entering the ministry, yet it so mourns over the lifeless remains of one of her
• In the same degree that we are punished in our choicest Ministers. We have indeed suffered
bodies for neglect ofthe care of our health, shall loss. Arthur St. Clair, one of our noblest laywe be punished politically for neglecting the care
men, and now Charles Prindle, his much loved
of our liberties.
t National punishment, will be proportioned al Pastor, have lately been taken from us, and the
ways to the extent of the freedom which has been
enjoyed, and a nation that has been free and neg once promising parish of Lawrenceburgh sits soli
lected to preserve its freedom will suffer more deep tary in the dust. May God once more kindle a
ly than others. Spain was formerly thefieestcountry
in Europe, and had through its means of acquiring live coal upon that altar.
and diffusing knowledge, the best opportunity of pre
J. B. B.

serving and increasing its freedom ofanv European
nation. She is still suffering the punishment of her
neglect. France is destined to a long period ofsuffering, both for her neglect and her active disobe
The Rev. C. C. Townsend has accepted the
dience,
but great
her crimes
not to answer
’for theasmisuse
and "neglect ^f0 such inViUti°B °f Chri8t ChUrCh’ Warren’to bcct>me
means of knowledge as Spain, and her punishment their minister, and has entered upon his pastoral
is not asgteat.
labors. He requests that his letters and papers be
em]nent English statesmen who have com Bent to that place.
mitted suicide, are instances of the destruction of
the intellectual, by the perversion of the moral
powers. If they had lived, they would have be
We are happy to learn that the Rev. A. Goiox,
come imbecile through the influence of their vices,
or the mental disease which caused their suicides late Rector of St. James’, Piqua, has returned to the
would have taken some other form and rendered Diocese of Ohio, and ban taken temporary charge
them contemptible.
of the parishes of Strongsville and Columbia
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BIBLE CLASS QUESTIONS.

ternoon of Sunday the 14th Nov., on which occa
sion the Rev. Mr. Acly, the Rector of the church
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POSTSCRIPT.

this Government cannot regard as legitmate and
proper.”
MESSAGE OF THE GOVERNOR.
PULPIT, the pen, and the press.
TBE
The President entertains the opinion that the
On Sunday morning, the 21st, the Bishop held a
Governor Corwin’s Message, which occupies Florida war will be brought to a speedy termi
confirmation
in
St.
Paul's
church,
Syracuse,
on
CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
1. What was the first instance of their for
which occasion prayers were read by the Rev. Mr. a leading place in our Extra, is clearly an able nation. Such opinions have been entertained
getting the wonderful works of God in Egypt? Milittt, of Pompey, and the confirmation preface by
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1841.
and statesman-like document. Its tone through before—but we trust the President will prove a
Ex. 15, 23; and why were the waters called the Rev. Mr. Gregory, the rector. The Bishop
preached and confirmed eight persons.
out, is that of enlightened patriotism and sound better prophet than some of his predecessors.
Myorah ? What do you learn from their so soon
[Remittances on subscriptions, may be made
New Jersey.--OnTuesday, Nov. 9, the Bishop of practical wisdom. We of course, speak of it as
On the subject of the Tariff, the President,
passing from sweet to bitter, and from promises to the ciocese confirmed six persons in St Mark's cb.
free of expense to the office, through the Posta
public
and
official
document
only
—
apart
from
it
will
be seen, is in favor of discriminating du
Orange. On the day following, in St. Peter’s
murmurings ?
Masters—letters being written by the subscribers
church, Newton. In the evening of the 11th, he all merely political considerations.
ties,
with
reference to the protection of domes
2. Wrhat did Moses in this distress ? How confirmed three persons in Zion church, Belvidere.
signed and franked by the postmasters.]
The first important topic touched upon in the tic manufactures. He thinks the tariff will be
On
Friday
morning
the
12th
the
Bishop
confirmed
were they relieved ? NVas this miraculous or
four persons in St James’ church, Knowlton—a Message, is Education—Christian education— revised at the present session of Congress. Thia
not?
TWELFTH VOLUME.
spot we shall long remember, and as we saw it in
long gone. On the 13(h, in a private house at “The framers of our Constitution,” says Governor will be good news to the manufacturing and
Teems of the 12th volume of the Western
3. What was the next important event in their days
Flemington, the church not yet being done. Bishop Corwin, “did not allow the subject of education grain growing regions.
Episcopal Observer, invariably in advance: Single
journeyiDgs? and what rendered it remarkable? Doane preached, and confirmed one persou. On Sun
The President’s new project for a Fiscal
:he 21st, the Bishop confirmed eight persons in to remain in that class, which might be in after
4. What was the next occasion of murmur day,
copy 82; for 5 copies, 88; for 10 copies, 815.
St Yichael’s church, Trenton.
times,
adopted
or
rejected
upon
the
doubtful
test
Agent,
so anxiously looked for by many, will
CINCINNATI GAZETTE.
ings? 16 Ch. Did the Lord meet them with
* * * Persons obtaining 4 new subscribers, enof
expediency.
They
incorporated
it
into
the
not
meet
the approbation of zealous advocate*
This leading daily of our city has received a wrath or mercy ?
titled to one paper for the year, gratis—those for.
constitution.
In
the
3rd
section
of
the
8th
article
OBITUARY.
of
a
National
Bank. But we think all will be
valuable accession of strength in J. C. Vaughan,
5. How do you understand the 15th verse?
warding with the money, the names of 10 new
Departed this life, on Tuesday morning 30th of the Constitution, it is expressly declared that eventually reconciled to its adoption. It ia a
Esq., who has become, with the Messrs. R. F. & Give a discription of the Mana.
subscribers, entitled to three copies of the Ob
Nov. ult., at the residence of Loyal Wilcox, religion, morality, and knowledge, being essentially kind of Sub Treasury Banking concern—pro
S. S. L’Hommedieu and J. C. Weight, Esq., a
6. How often were they to gather it? What Esq., the Rev. JOHN W. WOODWARD, late
server for the year.
necessary to good government, and the happiness bably intended to meet the views of the mode
rector of the Parish in Salem, Connecticut
joint proprietor of the establishment, and a co does this teach us?
The deceased arrived hereon Wednesday evening, of mankind, Schools and means of instruction, rate in support of both systems. It may be re
THE WESTERN EPISCOPAL OBSERVER. editor with Judge Weight. Mr. Vaughan brings
7. What directions were given respecting their in a slate of extreme indisposition from exposure and
want of rest, on board a Canal boat, and took lodging shall forever be encouraged by legislative pro garded by many Sub Treasury men as au im
to the editorial chair rare qualifications for the supply for the Sabbath? What does it teach?
NEW ARRANGEMENT.
at the National Hotel. On Thursday he was visited vision, not inconsistent with the rights of con
provement upon that plan—so far as it relieves
8. How does the Psalmist allude to this trans by the Vestry and members of Saint Paul's Church,
Our readers will take it, we hope, as a decided daily press ; the amenities of a polished scholar
science.
”
«
In
the
schools,
”
says
the
Governor,
at
his
lodgings,
and
by
them
found
to
be
quite
ill.
—
the government of expense, and regulates ex
evidence of the steady and strong on-going of and gentleman, quick discrimination and tact, action ?
The weather being too inclement to remove him to “ the encouragement of which, is thus enjoined as
changes.
a
ready
paragraphing
pen
for
lesser
matters,
and
our enterprise of making the religious press sub
9. What use does the Apostle make of it ? private lodgings, medical aid was forthwith provid
ed, and with the kind services of the landlord and a proper subject of legislative enactment, if is
The recommendation to establish a chain of
servient to the interests of the Church, and of undoubted ability in the discussion of subjects of 2 Cor., 8, 13, 15; and what do we learn from the frequent visitations of his church brethren, he re
apparent that the makers of the Constitution in military posts from Council Bluffs to some point
grave
and
permanent
interest.
He
has
experi

mained
at
the
Hotel
until
Saturday,
when
the
se

Christian education at the West, that we have
Apostle’s argument ?
verity of the weather abated and he was removed to tended to combine moral with intellectual in on the Pacific Ocean, for the protection of our
consummated arrangements which will enable us ence too, and great industryand enterprise. We
10. What use does Christ make of it? John the place of his decease.
struction, [most surely they did.] All experience citizens in Oregon and Fur Traders, and the cul
He said that he came from Cleveland on a line
to issue the paper after the beginning of the 12tb shall be disappointed if the Gazette does not, 6th. What are the points of resemblance be
boat, crowded with sixty passengers—that he was of man’s nature has shown that merely intellec tivation of friendly relations with Indian tribes,
under this new arrangement, hold a very leading tween Mana and Christ, the bread of life?
volume, at 82 a year.
much exposed and had little or no sleep, and up near
ly the whole of the nights during the trip. The tual improvement is but a small advance, in the we think a good one, and hope it may receive
After the first four numbers of the year, how and influential position throughout the West.
11. What are the points of dissimilarity ?
Physician pronounced his case to indicate “Pneu accomplishment of a proper civilization. With the concurrence of Congress.
ever, no papers will be sent out of Cincinnati
12. In the giving of Mana there was a train monia,” or inflammation ofthe lungs. Up to the time
There are many other portions of the mes
of
his removal there were no symptoms indicating out morals, civilization only produces energy,
and Louisville, unless the cash is forwarded in
of miracles. What were they? and how are they immediate
THE CHURCH RECORD.
danger, and there were no alarming and that the most fearful in its powers and pur sage well worthy the attention of the reader,
good currency,1 either through the mail, post-paid,
Dr. Hawks’ Church Record has entered on its surpassed in the giving of the true bread from symptoms until Sunday, when a consulting Physi poses, as it wants the restraining and softening which we cannot at present advert to ; and will
cian was called. From this time the disease became
or through the letters of Post Masters, (in ac 2nd volume, and we are happy to learn, has been Heaven ?
more aggravated and made rapid strides, until two influences, which alone give it a direction to ob merely remark in conclusion, that from the tone
cordance with a published regulation of the Gen well sustained by its subscription list, as it cer
13. The Mana must be gathered, and gathered o'clock on Tueseay morning, when be breathed his
jects of utility and benevolence.’’ We rejoice to and whole political complexion of this docu
last.
eral Post Office,) or otherwise without charge to tainly has in other respects. With the beginning early. What does this teach us in reference to
To his bereaved relatives it may be gratifying to hear the Executive of the State of Ohio speaking ment, it is evidently the wish of the President
know that every care and attention was bestowed
the press. This rule of our office will hereafter, of the new volume, the paper is somewhat en our worldly concerns ?
upon him: that he lacked nothing that human aid in this earnest, truthful, and fearless tone, on a to soften as much as possible the partizan as
14. What does the above fact teach us in could afford; and that although among strangers he
be strictly adhered to.
larged, and a larger type used. The typographical
topic which the infidel radicalism of the country perities of the day. In so praiseworthy an ef
died among friends and was frequently visited by
In connection with this arrangement, we de execution is always beautiful, and the columns reference to Christ the heavenly Mana?
the clergy of the city, and in his last hours was vis is ever decrying as extra-legislative and politico fort, if influenced by no improper motive, our
15. In process of time they lothed this Mana. ited by the messenger of peace.
sign to make several improvements in the paper rich in matter. We could have wished, in the
religious. Would that politics and legislation heart and hand are with him.
His funeral obsequies were performed by the Rev.
in typography, pictorial embellishments, &c.— new volume, to see a distinct editorial head, and How were they punished ? How were «they
We have subjected ourselves to some trouble
Mr. Clark, of Circleville, who was invited by the had some religion in them!
The same large folio form will be used, with addi more fresh matter from the able and spirited pen healed ? And in what respects was this remedy Vestry for that purpose. The remains were taken
The Message speaks decidedly and well, of the and expense, in issuing an extra containing the
to the Episcopal Church, and after appropriate and
tional new type, and occasional engravings in the of the author. Few papers of our Church, how a type of Christ? Num., 20.
usual services were conducted to the burying ground present system of Common Schools in Ohio, as Message, for the purpose of laying it before our
* * *
way of pictorial illustration of subjects.
ever, make better proof of the temper and godly
and interred.—Scioto Gazette.
by law established, and recommends the restora readers as speedily as possible.
II.
We send herewith, copies of the Prospectus learning necessary in this important work of the
tion of the office of Superintendent of Common
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
of the new volume, to the Clergy of the West, weekly religious press. Who is doing the “ColWe take leave to refer our readers to au
PROCEEDINGS of the Wardens and Vestry Schools. This important office was abolished,
and others, respectfully requesting them to loquia Noclxirna ?” The thing is much to our AN APPEAL TO THE FRIENDS OF MIS
advertisement
in this column, for a private
and
its
duties
devolved
upon
the
Secretary
of
of St. Paul’s Church, Chillicothe, on oc
S1ONS OF THE PROTESTANT EPICO
make such use of them in the way of obtaining mind.
family Tutorship, or a place in some one of the
PAL CHURCH.
CASION OF THE DEATH OF THE Rev. JOHN W. State, during the session of the legislature of
subscribers, as may be in their power, during the
Woodward.
1840. We wish it might be reasonably hoped schools in Cincinnati. . The individual, though
The subscriber being duly appointed agent
remaining weeks of the year, and the first four
not now residing in Cincinnati, is known to us,
THE BANNER OF THE CROSS.
for a monthly periodical, called the Spirit of
At a meeting of the Wardens and Vestry of that this office, so essential to the healthful and
weeks of the ensuing year.
and
we have pleasure in saying, is competent to
We miss from our table the Banner of the Missions, edited by the Board of Missions St. Paul’s Church, this day, Nov. 30th, 1841, pur. efficient working of the Common School system
It is important that the returns be made, so far
discharge
the duties of either situation.
Cross, since it came into the hands of our good of the Protestant Episcopal Church, located suant to notice, on the death of the Rev. John of Ohio, will, during the present session, be re
as may be, by the 1st to 15th of January, 1842.
and true brother of Trinity Church. Is it an in in the City of New York, is desirous of pro W. Woodward, late Rector at Salem, Conn. The stored, and the late efficient and zealous incum.
SELECT CLASSICAL AM) ENG
advertence? We do not remember to have seen curing subscribers. It has for its object, the Chairman having declared that the object of the bent, re-appointed.
LISH SCHOOL.
The Public Works, in which the interest, and
OUR PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS.
more than one or two numbers since it passed dissemination, both domestic and foreign, of meeting was to have such proceedings in the case
EV. C. C. Townsend respectfully informs the
friends of education, that he has opened a
AVe shall regret to cease our weekly visits to into his hands. Did we omit to notice the the latest missionary intelligence, being prin as shall be decorous and respectful to the rank true glory of the State, are deeply involved; and
school in Warren, Trumbull, County, Ohio, for the
the
public
debt,
in
regard
to
which
it
is
some

any families among our subscribers, where we change ? If so, it was sorely an inadvertence in
instruction of young ladies and gentlemen, in ull
cipally a correspondence between the board, and dignity of his holy office, as well as expres
have been welcome, and in any manner useful, us, and we make the amende honorable.
sive of our condolence with the relatives of the thing in these times, for the Executive to be able those branches which constitute a common, and clas
and the missionaries located at the foreign
sical education: a thorough course of study for male
The Banner of the Cross lias been transferred
during the past year. This however, will proba
deceased: On motion the following preamble to say, “ the good faith of Ohio has been hitherto, and female classes, based in Christian principle, the
stations, and throughout the United States.
proudly maintained through every vicissitude,” are only safe basis. No pains will be spared in the train
bly be the case in some instances. The not to the Editorial supervision of the Rev. John
and resolutions were unanimously adopted :
ing of mind and heart; and assistant Teachers
The low price of the subscription, (being
sending the paper out of Cincinnati and Louis Coleman, Rector of Trinity Church, Southwark.
Whereas, it has pleased Almighty God in his prominent topics of the Message, and are dis will be provided, and facilities afforded, in propor
only
one
dollar
per
annum,)
is
an
inducement,
ville, unless paid during the first four weeks of It may justly be expected that this paper, in the
wise providence to remove, by death, our Rev. cussed in a manner honorable to the sagacity and tion to the public patronage, upon which such ef
forts depend.
the year, will we doubt not, prevent some worthy hands of Mr. Coleman, will do its work ably and together with the fact, that all profit arising brother, John W. Woodward, recently arrived circumspection of the Governor.
TERMS PER QUARTER.
The showing ofthe Message inreference to the
persons from continuing their subscriptions.— well. The St. John-like spirit of the Editor, will from the proceeds of the circulation, is appro here, therefore
For English branches,
... $3 00
“ Higher branches,
.
.
. $5 00
We hope however, this will he well consid not fail to exert, through the medium of this priated to the further advancement of the
Resolved, That we deeply deplore the death of State Penitentiary, will, in at least one respect,
The school is located in a pleasant and healthful
ered.
paper, the happiest influence, wherever it shall cause .of missions. To those persons who our Rev. brother, and condole with his bereaved be gratifying to all, viz: in this, « that notwith
standing our population has been costantly and town, and arrangements are made for boarding any
desire to obey the Savior’s command, “Go ye widow and family in their great affliction.
The following teasons strike us (at a stand circulate.
who may come from abroad, on reasonable terms.—
point as disinterested as we are capable of taking)
We shall welcome the Banner with all hearti into all the Jvorld, and preach the gospel to
Resolved, That the Rev. Mr. Clark, of Circle rapidly increasing since 1839, there has been u All payments to be made at the close of each term.
H'arrcn, Dec. 1, 1841.
as good and sufficient, why the Observer should ness not only to our exchange files, but any where every creature,” an opportunity is offered by ville, be invited and sent for to officiate at the decrease of crime of at least thirty per cent.
SITUATION WANTED.
The benevolent institutions of the State—tUe
not be discontinued by any of our present sub else, on this side of the mountains.
a small sacrifice of .means, to aid in this glo burial of the deceased, and that the Rev. Clergy
A
N
experienced and competent instructor of
scribers on account of its being placed upon a
rious cause, and thereby obtain for themselves of the city be invited to attend the funeral on institution for the Deaf and Dumb, for the Blind,
youth is desirous of obtaining a situation in a
and
the
Lunatic
Asylum,
are
all
staled
to
be
in
private family or School in Cincinnati, during the
cash basis. 1st. Il is an old friend, and has for
and their children the perusal of all the ways Wednesday morning, at 10 o’clock, from St.
ANOTHER CINCINNATI NEWSPAPER.
a prosperous and efficient condition, having wi",er' He is a member of the Episcopal Church,
many years been accustomed to visit your fire
Paul
’
s
church.
r
r
’
o
an(
j engaged in studies preparatory Io the ministry.
and means made use of to further this enterMr. L. Greely Curtis proposes to issue a
sides weekly with its lessons of « truth and
Resolved, That a committee be appointed to given during the year past, “additional proofs of He is willing to devote from three to five hours to inprize. It is to be hoped this appeal will not
in the Latin and Greek Languages, Math
the wise philanthropy which dictated their es struction
soberness,” for you and your children. 2ndly. weekly paper on the 1st of January, 1842, « de
arrange and superintend the funeral obsequies.
ematics, the Natural Sciences, or the English
be made in vain. If there are any persons
branches.
It is an old and tried servant of the Western voted to the interest of the Cincinnati Anti.
Resolved, That an obituary be prepared for tablishment.”
The most unexceptionable references will be giv
desirous of donating any thing to this cause,
The continuance of the Geological Surveys, en.
Episcopal Church, and of Christian education, Abolition Society, general Intelligence, Trade,
publication, and that the proceedings of this meet
it will be thankfully received and faithfully
Address “A. B.” through the Post Office, Cincin
and of all the sound interests of truth and god Mechanics, Manufactures, and the undaunted ad
ing be appended thereto, and that a copy of the commenced under an act of a former legislature,
forwarded.
nati.
liness—a pioneer of the Church of the West, vocacy of the Constitution and Laws.” This
same be sent to the family of the deceased, and are urged on the attention of the present session.
December, 11, 1841.
Those persons who know themselves in
The message closes with the vexed matter of
and has lived through many trials—steady to its paper is to be called « The Cincinnati Post and
to the Vestry of his late Parish.
Annuals for 1S43.
debted to the office of the Spirit of Missions
the currency, and with a fit and fervent prayer to FTYHE Token, and Atlantic Souvenir—10 cmbelaim, through evil and through good report. 3rdly. Anti-Abolitionist,” and will contain eight pages,
N. W. Thatcher, Sec’ry,
for
subscriptions
previous
to
this
date,
are
in

I
lishments.
The increase of its usefulness depends more or extra-imperial quarto. It is to be “ conducted
“ the Great Lawgiver of the Universe,” that the
“ Gift
8 “
less upon each of its present subscribers con entirely free from party politics, and printed on formed that their accounts have been for
members of the Legislature “may so conduct
“ Poets of America, Vol. II.
3fi
“
The death of Gov. Buchanan of Liberia is deeply
“ Dahlia, orMemorial ofAffection
6 “
warded, and are now in the hands of the
tinuing steadfast, and endeavoring, with their good paper, and with neat type.”
their
deliberations,
that
they
may
confer
perma

deplored. He was a rare man and possessed all the
“ Violet
ft “
Agent, to whom they are requested to make high requisites for the peculiar post he held in that nent blessings upon the Stale, and justly entitle Youth's Keepsake
own subscription money, to forward promptly,
country. He inherited as well as displayed true great
Little Forget-me-not
early payment.
that of others, obtained through their exertions.
themselves to the applause and gratitude of our The
ness. The Journal of Commerce remarks:
The Child's Token
INDIANA,
—
ORDINATION.
An
officer
of
the
U.
S.
Navy
who
dined
with
him
James J. Butler,
Ithly. Ils value as a Family Paper, in enlighten
The Gem—four kinds
common country.”
on a certain occasion at Monrovia, in company with
ALSO
ing and educating the minds and hearts of your
[DJ> We are indebted to the Chronicle Office for
On the second Sunday in Advent, Dec. 5,
Main St., between 5th and 6th sts.
several other hghly respectable Europeans and AA great variety of other finely bound and illus
the
facility
with
which
our
E
xtra
is
sent
out.
The
mericans,
including
some
British
officers,
remarked
children, and those who pertain to your respec 1841, the Rt. Rev. Jackson Kemper, in
trated
Books,
Toy
Books,
&c. &c.
Cincinnati, Dec. 8, 1841.
that he was never more sensible of his being in the form of that Office being used will account for the
Forsaleby
U. P. JAMES,
tive households, and diffusing weekly a healthful St. Paul’s Church, New Albany, admitted to
presence of a superior: and speaking of the guests appearance of a few paragraphs in the Extra, be
dec 4
No. 26, Pearl Street.
en masse he said Gov. Buchanan was head and shoul
tone of thinking and acting on matters relating Deacon’s orders, Andrew Wylie, D. D.,
OUNG LADIES’ Education.—Mr. and Mrs
longing to the weekly issue of the Chronicle.
The Church is Connecticut.— A clergyman of ders over them all. On several occasions the de
to private Christian duty, and of duty to the President of the University of Indiana, and
J. LIVINGSTON VAN DOREN, after a re
our church who has recently passed through Con ceased had an opportunity to show his fearlessness
cess of some 5 years, have resumed the duties of Fe
church. We trust these and other considerations for many years a distinguished minister of the necticut, remarked that he felt greatly refreshed by of danger when in the course of his duty, and he in
THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
male Instruction.
They have selected the city of
what he saw in the clergy of that diocese. He found fused much of the same spirit into the minds ofthe
Cincinnati as the most desirable location in the West
which it would be less delicate for us to particu
This document reached Cincinnati on Thurs for
them greatly united and alive to the subject of mis colonists. Under his administration the Colony has
Presbyterian denomination.
their
contemplated
Institution. It shall be their
sions, and animated with a becomingspirit of zeal made great progress in every desirable object* A
larise, may induce all our present subscribers to
There were present on this interesting occa and engagedness in the cause of their divine Master. gentleman who knew him well, remarked that he day, at 1 o’clock P. M., in forty-nine hours from aim in their present Institute, to afford Young La
dies an opportunity of obtaining in the West, as
continue on the footing on which the paper will
would have done honor to the Chief Magistracy of
sion, as examiners, the Rev. S. R. Johnson The editor of the Church Chronicler, published at any of our Slates. He has died in the prime oflife Washington city ! We have had time only for thorough, extensive, and finished an education, as can
New Haven, in the last number of that paper hav
be issued with the commencement of the ensuing
had in the most celebrated female seminaries in
of LaFayette, the Rev. A. U. Lamon of ing noticed eight of the most objectionable points and in the midst of usefulness; yet few men have a hasty perusal. The impression obtained from be
the Northern or Eastern States.
year, and when in their power, to make active
contained
in
the
T
racts for the Times, particularly accomplshed more than he, for the welfare of man that is, that although among strong party men it
Having had fifteen years’ experience in superin
Evansville, the Rev. Mr. Fiske of Rich No. 90, adds: “These are some of the points we do kind, and especially of Africa and her descendants.
exertions to obtain the names of new subscribers.
will receive the hearty approval of but few, yet tending extensive Institutions for young Ladies,
not believe ;—some ofthe points we have not fouud His name will be enrolled with that of Ashmun and
mond,
and
the
Rector
of
the
parish,
the
Rev.
thirteen of which were in the city of New-York and
Uotir new names will entitle you to the paper
a churchman in Connecticut would profess;—some others, in the glorious cause of African colonization it will be severely censured by none. Its tone its vicinity, at the head of one of the then largest
J. B. Britton. The Rev. Mr. Fiske performed which we cannot see how any Protestant can ad and civilization.
free of charge.
is dignified and patriotic, and it recommends and most distinguished female seminaries in the
the service; the Rev. Mr. Johnson preached mit. [Ep. Observer.
East, they hope to merit and receive the continued
many wise and wholesome measures of national patronage of an enlightened public.
Nf.w York.—Tuesday, Nov.16, Bishop B.T.Onthe
sermon;
and
the
Rev.
Mr.
Britton
presented
GRACE CHURCH.
those of our subscribers in
The Institute is now open for the reception of
policy to Congress.
derdonk consecrated St. Mary's church Cold Spring,
pupils, who are received at anv time or age.
the candidate.
Putnam county, and at the same time confirmed one
The Treasurer gratefully acknowledges the
ARREARS.
His views on the subject of our difficulties
Young Ladies desirous of finishing their educa
In the afternoon and evening Dr. Wylie person. The day followiug he confirmed six persons receipt of the following sums, as donations to with Great Britain, arising out of the destruc. tion in the higher studies, or qualifying themselves
The close of the year is a fit time to adjust,
in St Philip’s church, Philipstown.
for teaching, will find the above Institute to afford
sn^ when in the power of those indebted, to pay preached, (in the afternoon also performing
the church, viz: from
tion of the steamer Caroline, must meet with a spec;al advantages.
Changes.—The Rev. E. H. Cressy has resigned
founts. That all our subscribers in arrears for the service,) when in his usual candid and the Rectorship of Christ church, Lockport, and
The Female Benevolent Society of
Terms made known on application at the school
response in the bosom of every American citi
wishes'that letters and papers intended for him may
at present jn Centre-street, between Race
°ne. two, or more years, may be induced to do so, truth-loving spirit, he gave his reasons for be
Christ church,............................. S100 zen. He treats the position of Great Britain, rooms,
directed to Clarksville, Tennessee, which place
and Vine.
°ffcr them the following favorable terms of seeking the fold of the Episcopal church.
will be his winter residence.
J. H. Cromwell,.......................
io in assuming the responsibility and maintaining
Satisfactory testimonials from many highly dis
element: Each of these back years stands
Change.—The Rev. T. R. Chipman having
Doctor Strader,
......................
10 the justice of that act, as untenable—which it tinguished gentlemen and their former patrons in the
The sermon by the Rev. Mr. Johnson was
East, may be seen at any time when desired.
changed his residence, as will be seen by the list of
c^rged upon the books of the office at 83. We
James F. Noble,.......................
5 undoubtedly is.
REFERENCES IN THIS CITY.
one of his happiest efforts, and as he offered Missionary appointments, requests that all papers
repose to receive of all who shall pay in good the right hand of fellowship in the fullness and letters for him be addressed to him at East
Thomas J. Adams...................
20
Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D., Rev. J. T. Brooke,
He speaks in decided and manly tones of re
Bloomfield,
Ontario
county.
Rev. B. P. Avdelott, D. D. Rev. H. V. D. Johns,
tnrren<7> during the months of December, 1841,
J. A. Simpson,
.......................
10 prehension of the conduct of British cruisers, in
Rev. L. Beecher. D. D.
Rev. L. G. Bingham,
of the overflowing of his generous, gospel
Missionary Changes in Western New York.—
lni January, 1842, two dollars for each volume
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
Dr. Daniel Drake,
Charles Schultz, (in part of 20) .
10 searching and detaining our vessels, while pros
spirit, all hearts seemed moved.
The ser The Rev. Charles B. Stout has been appointed Mis
Dr.
J.
Locke,
N. Baker.Esq.
sionary at Westfield, Chatauque county.
10 8rrears—in other words, to abate one third.
Robert Buchanan...............
50
ecuting a lawful trade on the African seas. So
aug. 21.—2 ms.
The Rev, Tapping R. Chipman has been appoint
Will not our delinquent subscribers, one and mon of Dr. Wylie in the afternoon on “The
Thomas H. Proctor, ....
25 licitous as we undoubtedly are for the suppres
ed Missionary at Centrefield and East Bloomfield,
Boarding nnd Bay School for Young Ladies.
’ from a sense of justice, and the additional peace of the church, was characterized by the Ontario county,
William Orange,...............
10
sion of the slave trade, he cannot admit the plea
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The
Rev.
David
Huntinglon
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appointed
deep
sensibility
of
his
nature,
and
not
an
un

Ol°tive of interest, thus presented, exert themJ. A. Davenport.....................
5
HE Studies in this Institution will be resumed
Missionary at Hector and Enfield, Tompkins county.
of that object as a justification for insulting our
on Monday, 23d of August.
The Rev. Amos C. Treadway has been appointed
to close, before the beginning of the new kind expression was uttered on this occasion
Thomas P. Taylor, ....
5 flag and harassing our commerce. Reparation
Mrs. Gooch can accommodate a few more BoardMissionary at Fulton and West Granby, Oswego
towards
auy
person
or
body
of
people.
It
■e4r’ Or at least during the first four weeks of the
Charles Rhoades,................
5
county.
must be made. “This government will not ng Pupils, and would suggest to those Parents who
intend placing their Daughters under lur care, that
The Rev. J. M. Bartlett has been appointed Mis
hjX ’
accounls
our °ffrce> an(l Aus was indeed a day long to be remembered
J. N. Crawford,...............
5
cease to urge upon that of Great Britain, full and this is the most advantageous time to commence.
sionary nt Sodus, Sodus Point, and Pultneyville,
among
us,
and
we
trust
that
we
were
edified
V£
gratification of beginning the new year
S. G. Brown,.....................
20
Wayne county.
ample remuneration for all losses, whether aris The season is favorable to study, and the Classes
will he nearly arranged for the following vear: dim
The Rev. W. H. Hickox has been appointed Mis
i*rve^°Ot'n^
Observer» likely to pre- in the ways of truth and peace, and received
L. Worthington,................
10
ing from detention or otherwise, to which Amer ing which period there will be no intermission except
sionary at Fayetteville, Onondaga county.
kind^Orman^ ensuin« years, a reciprocity of an impulse towards the glory everlasting.
*
L. E. Brewster,
ican subjects have heretofore been, or may here a week at Christmas.
Confirmation.—Bishop DeLancey held a confir
Walnut street, near Fourth, Cincinnati.
7 interest?
J. B. B.
Cincinnati, Dec. 8, 1S41.
Treasurer
mation in Trinity church. Seneca falls, on the afafter be subjected, by the exercise of Tights which
July 31.
fw.

Our brethren of the Clergy in addition to their
gratuitous efforts for the Observer, are in general,
the most punctual in the payment of their yearly
subscriptions. By the terms proposed for the
12th volume, it will be in the power of each,
with little exertion, to add four names at least
to the subscription in their respective parishes.—
This will entitle them to the paper without
charge. In many parishes a special effort might
add 10 or 20 new subscribers to the list—entitling
the clergyman to three or six copies, which might,
with much profit,be distributed among the families
of the poorer members.

Lesson 10th.—Murmurings and rebellions of read prayers and also the confirmation preface. The
Bishop preached and confirmed five persons.
Israel.
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market, made her little purchases, and was re
turning home, when as she passed by the house of
Conducted by the author of the » young lady* compan
a wealthy but penurious merchant of the city,
ion,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES.” “LIFE OF
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETC
she was arrested by a heap of rubbish which had
WHEN THERE IS A WILL, THERE IS A been carried out by some one for the scavengers
to remove. She stopped, thinking among the
WAY.
It is an interesting employment for those who refuse she might find something which might be
love to meditate on the dealings of God with his useful to her. In overhauling the pile she found
people, to note the wisdom and consideration a crumpled five dollar note. This had been
which He displays in so ordering providential thrown into the street, by whom she knew not,
events to the great and small, as fully to accom but it had certainly been thrown away. “ Am I
plish his designs in respect to the spiritual im not then justifiable,” 6he argued <;in taking this,
provement of his children, in every feature of which probably has come from the purse of one
who had the means but not the will to add to the
the Christian character.
The great point at issue between God and his treasury of the Lord, and has fallen into my
rebellious offspring, is the subjugation of the will hands, who had the will but not the means of
of the creature to that of the Creator. To ac doing so ?”
She thought she w’ould be right in doing so, and
complish this, the Almighty directs, if we may
so speak, all the artillery of Providence. Shaft therefore deposited the sum in her pocket until
after shaft is unerringly aimed; not one is at ran the following Sunday. As she walked on, the
dom sent, but each and all are guided with per thought rose in her mind whether she might not
fect accuracy by Him, whose love nevei fails, take a little, a very little, of what she had found,
and whose wisdom can never be at fault_ for the to supply some of her most urgent wants. There
great object of storming that citadel, to which was but a momentary conflict in her pious bosom.
fallen man is wont to retreat when contesting “ I petitioned not,” she said « for money for my
with his Maker, as the Roman to his Capitoline ow’ij necessities ; I asked only for something to
fortress. When this point is gained, and the aid my Master’s cause! What has been sent
finite is content to feel and acknowledge its sub providentially to me, therefore, ought to be ap
jection to the Infinite, and its will is brought plied only in this manner!”
And thus to her who had felt the will to help
substantially to harmonize with his, then does
the
Lord’s servants in their righteous work, a
he seem-to exercise habitual consideration, in so
way
was
provided for its gratification.
ordering events and circumstances, as that a way
M. C.
may be found for the subdued creature to gratify

©he Domestic Circle.

immortality. Had she peace of mind? Hear
her, in her retirement, conversing without dis
guise with Him who knows the heart: “To know
God as a philosopher—to be able to demonstrate
his being from all or any of the works of nature
will avail us nothing unless at the same time we
know him experimentally—unless the heart know
him to be its supreme good—unless it acknow
ledge that there is no repose, no peace, no joy,
but in loving and being beloved by him, and does
accordingly rest in him, as the centre of its
being, the fountain of its pleasures, its light, its
life, its strength, its all. Thus let me ever know
thee, 0, my God!”
After the interests of Margaret became iden
tified with those of Henry VI., of Engltnd, she
was doomed to experience many deep and sad
reverses. Hers had been a bright and cloudless
morning. She was the flattered_ the caressed—
the admired. Yet happiness came not. She ex
pected to find it in connection with a crown and
kingdom; but how deeply was she deceived! In
a few years competition for the crown, between
Henry VI., and Richard, Duke of York, rendered
her life, as the wife of the former, one of in
quietude and sorrow. The incapacity of Henry
roused this spirited woman to avenge his cause,
and support, if possible, the regal authority__
With unshaken firmness of mind does she strug
gle against wayward fortune, determined, at the
expense of every thing else, to retain a glittering
crown. Time and again does she levy armies,
twenty, forty, and sometimes sixty thousand
strong, and enter the battle-field, leading the way
in person, to victory, or to death, urging her fol
lowers never to give up the contest. Again she
is vanquished. Again she leads forth her army
victorious, amidst the adulation of the crowd.—
And what is passing in the sanctuary of her own
heart ? Go to her palace, and learn her real sen
timents. Sitting in pensive attitude, gazing with
sad heart upon the beauties of an autumnal even
ing, she says, « Welcome this twilight hour, after
the feverish anxiety of this eventful day! Would
that I could lie down, like a tired child to sleep!
but, no—

But alas! hope fled, and left her in shadowless
despair!
As Mrs. Wesly descended into the vale of
years, her prospects for the present life became
much more cheering. The tempestuous noon
day was succeeded by a tranquil evening; nor did
she forget, in its pleasant sunlight, where she
had found a refuge in the storm. The family
became distinguished, previous to her departure;
but the world—its smiles as well as frowns, she
cast beneath her feet. The fervent, continual
aspiration of her heart was, “ Whom have I in
heaven but thee, and there is none upon earth
that I desire beside thee!” And when at last
she came to tread the valley of death, she carried
within the soul the light of salvation. All was
peace and holy triumph; and her last request
was, “ Children as soon as I am released, sing a
psalm of praise to God.”
Thus we finish the picture. Much more might
be said of each. I might speak of them as
mothers, having committed to their guidance and
guardianship intellectual being in its state of
early pliancy, when the heart is as “ wax to be
impressed, but like marble to retain.” Suffice it
to say, while on one hand the result is seen in an
expiring child, the victim of a mother’s mis
guided ambition, the pious influence of the other
is still “visible—still controlling.”
How much one branch of the Church is in
debted to her as the mother of its venerable
founder, eternity alone will reveal. We might
dwell, too, upon her manifest superiority of
character, actuated as she was by the noble in
centive of obedience to the Divine law; and
upon the defective nature of human felicity, and
the feebleness of all earthly props in the hour
of trouble—of disconcerted schemes, and baffled
expectations. Suffice to say, doomed as we are
to survive the pleasures and splendors of earth
and time, we know it is not for us to pay our
homage here, but rather to bow beneath the hal
lowed cross, embrace its mysteries, feel its power,
anrf ascend to heaven.

PROSPECTUS OF THE

WESTERN EPIStOPAX, O11SERVEB.

r. p. j.imes,
Publisher and Bookseller, No. 26,

Arrangemets having been made to publish the
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
close of the present volume in December next, the
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to a point so central to
the West, and so convenient for the early reception
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines othe Gospel which it has always held and defended
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Ii is the design of the editors to establish such cor
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
establishment and progress of the Church through
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colson,
. Wm. Jackson,
John T. Brooke,
IIenry V. 1). Johns.
In addition to the above arrangement for Ihe responsible editorship of the OB
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned io ihe pen of the author of (be
‘•Young Ladies'Companion,” ihe “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. T he columns un
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or select ions from other
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstiuci youthful minds,—while reference
will be had io interesting and recreating them by (be recital of facts drawn from
some of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy.
It is designed to emb« High this department of the paper with occasional pictorial
illnstrati-msof such subjects as inav be supposed particularly interesting. A por
tion of the space under ihe charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter
more particularly iuterestiug to the female portion of our readers.
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VOLUME XI.

LATE AND VALUABLE WORKS-

CHRONICLES OF THE PILGRIM FATHER
Of the Colony of Plymouth, from 1602 to )C25 __
Now first collected from original records and con
temporaneous printed documents, and illustrated
with notes. By Alexander Young. 1 voj

STONES LIFE OF RED JACKET
The Life and Times of Red-Jacket, or Sa-r0.ve.
wot-ha ; being the Sequel to the History of the g>
Nations. By William L. Stone. 1 voL octam

ESPY’S PHILOSOPHY OF STORMS '
The Philosophy of Storms.
j vo| octavo

By James P rsn
’ L8P7»

DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA.
By Alexis De Tocyueville. Fourth edition, rev
sed and corrected, from the eighth Paris edition. f j
2 vols. octavo.

PLAIN SERMONS,

By contributes to “Tracts for the Times.’’ Jn 2
vols. duodecimo.

MALCOM’S TRAVELS.
Travels in South-Eastern Asia, embracing Hindu
stan, Mriega, Siam, and China : with notices ct
numerous .Missionary Stations, and a full accountsthe Burman Empire : with Dissertations, Table*'
&c. By Howard Malcom. In 2 vols. duodecimo
Sixth edition.

LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF LITEPt
TURE,
Ancient and Modern. From the Germnn of Fred*
rick Schlegel. I vol. Duidecimo.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY;
In a course ol Lectures, by Frederic Von Schlegel
With a Memoir of the Author, by James Bun«o
Robinson, Esq. 1 vol. duodecimo.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SOCIETY
In the Barbarous and Civilized Stale : an essay in
wards discovering the origin and course of humaa
improvement. By W. Cooke Taylor, Esq., LL. 0.
M. R. A. S. of Trinity College, Dublin. JB 2
duodecimo.

DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE.

The Progress of Democracy illustrated in the History of Gaul and France. By Alexander Dumas_
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 184(1.
the new desires which now' actuate its bosom.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars Translated by an American. 1 vol. duodecimo.
From the Ladies’ Repository.
STEPHENS’ TRAVELS
of the new arrangement with respect lo the pub
Opportunities for serving the Master, whose
THE CONTRAST;
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, In Central America, Chiapos, and Yucatan. In 2
claims to allegiance and love are now admitted,
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob vols. octavo.
OR, MARGARET OF ANJOU AND MRS. WESLEY.
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces
seem to be purposely presented ; modes of glorify
For Sale as above, (No. 26, Pearl Street.)
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the
ing him especially adapted to individual traits of
BY SARAH C. M’CABE.
paper, from so great an accession of strengtlito its
Granville Episcopal Female Mt-uiinni-y.
editorial labors. Ils publication at Cincinnati and
HE fourth year of this institution will com.
character, are provided; in short, with a will to
Louisville
will
bring
it
into
very
easy
connection
with
Character, as it is revealed upon the page of
mence on the 16th of September nexl, (1841,)
do, a way is opened, hitherto unseen, if it pre
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its and continue 44 weeks, including a recess of on*
history, should be made a subject of serious stu
pages
will
afford
a
ready
opportunity
for
the
publi
week
nt
Christmas, and three days at Easter.
viously existed.
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev
dy. Much can be learned from personal obser
Past Success.—There have been connected with
The following incidents, which may serve to
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn the Institution during the past year 65 pupils, and
vation on men and things, but much more from
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by for a greater part of the year there have been »•
illustrate my opinions, occurred in the history of
a
strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor many in the boarding-house as could be accommothe chronicles of the past—from the characters
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in dated.
an aftlicted and meek Christian female, under
__________
of sages and heroes that have stamped their own
recommending it to the patronage of the communi
whose lowly roof, and from whose conversation
L
ocation.—Granville, Licking county, is a pie*,
tysignature upon the age in which they lived.
sant, healthy, and retired village, of about 800 inChas. P. McIlvaine,
and example, I have received not a few whole
DEATH.
By comparison and contrast, we learn the dis
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio. habitants, situated 8 miles north of the national
some lessons on religious subjects.
‘ She, like the world, her ready visit pays
road, 6 miles west of Newark, and 27 miles from
BY MRS. C. H. W. ESLING.
parity between objects presented to the senses
Columbus, and on many accounts is admirably
Where fortune smiles—the wretched she forsakes.’
The narrative o( this individual’s life, could
St. Louis, Nov. ]9llt, 1840.
Death came to a beautiful boy at play,
adapted for schools.
or to the mind, with their relative value.—
I
cordially
concur
in
the
above.
it be accurately detailed, w’ould be sad indeed,
As they sat ’mong the summer flowers,
Officers and Teachers:—
The world may think that fortune smiled to-day
Jackson Kkmpek,
Things are great and small according to the
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D. Patron and
And he seemed to wither and die away
Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, IVisconsin and Iowa,
though in the leading incidents there may be
on me ; but in my mingled lot of life I find no
Visiter.
.
standard by which they are measured. If our
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
In their very sunniest hours.
found many parallels. She was connected with
Rev. S. A. Bronson, A. M., Pastor of the School
verdant spot, no happiness! But, 0, omnia
scale of measurement is narrower, or less extend
“ 1 have come,’’ in a hollow voice, said Death,
and Lecturer on the Evidences of Christianity.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
a highly respectable but plain farming family' of
Rev. A. Sanford, Chaplain, and Head of the
ed than eternity, our estimate will be false. The mihi tempora sunt misera!”—all are to me
“ To play on the grass with thee;”
I cordially concur in the above.
New Jersey, and by the death of a relative, came
Family.
periods of sorrow.
But
the
boy
look
’
d
frightened,
and
held
his
breath
S
ami
..
A.
M
c
C
oskhy
,
materialist would view a crown as an absolute
M is. C. Sanford, Governess.
into the possession of. a small property of a few
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan.
The views and feelings of Miss Annesly,
In the midst of his childish glee.
Miss Julia A. Pratt, Principal.
blessing, and a prison as an absolute curse. But
The Principal will be assisted in all the depart
hundred dollars value, which had it been secured
Lexington, Ky. Dec. 10th, 1840.
though of high birth and parentage, were such
“ Away, from my flowers,’’ he said,
with a line reaching far onward to eternity, who
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to ments of instruction by a competent number of able
“ For Iknow and love thee not”—
to her, would have furnished her with an ade
a more central point for the whole west, with the and efficient teachers. The Chaplain will render
would be slow to prefer the prison of Paul and that the empty pageantry of rank and station
Death
looked
at
the
boy,
and
shook
his
head:
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name her such aid as shall be necessary lo carry out the
quate supply to meet her simple style of living,
never employed her mind as things lo be desired.
Silas to the crown of the mighty Csesars?
Then slowly he left the spot.
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets arrangements of the School.
and moderate wants. The friend by whom it
She
entered
upon
the
high
responsibilities
of
the
with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready,
Outward condition does not produce either
Family.—The Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Sanford will
He met a maiden in girlhood’s bloom,
at all times, to lend a helping hand, in every way in have the entire care and supervision of the young
had been bequeathed, had however never thought
conjugal
relation,
aspiring
only
to
be
servicable
And the rose on her cheek was bright,
happiness or misery. Beneath the glitter of hu
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
ladies of the Family out of the regular school hours.
of making this wise provision, and in conse.
B. B. Smith,
And she shuddered as tho’ a ghost from the
man greatness is often concealed an arrow that in her allotted sphere. “ What/’ said she, << is
Their hours of study and relaxation will be superin
Bishop
of
the
Diaccse
of
Kentucky.
quence, what he had designed as a favor, proved
tomb
the world, with all it esteems great, and good,
tended by them in connexion with the female
drinks up the spirit. “A showy exterior fre
teachers.
Had risen before her sight.
ultimately, as far at least as human vision ex
and fair, compared to the favor of Heaven ? It
New
Orleans,
March
20th,
1841.
They will have charge of their religious instruc
quently covers poverty at heart, while the smile
She stood by the brink of a fountain clear—
tended, only a bane. She was a Christian, of
In your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary tion in connexion with the Rector of the parish.
is not in wealth, honor, or earthly pleasure, to
that curves the lip of beauty may be but the
in
the
dissemination
of
the
truths
of
the
gospel,
The
manners of the young ladies will be carefully
In
its
waters
her
beauty
viewed,
whom I write, and as such, had made the wise
confer lasting good. There is none but Christ
mockery of joy.” Separate from a heart and life
When Deuth, with his haggard face, drew near, and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in guarded, and every reasonable attention paid to
determination never to unite herself to one who
the dioceses with which I am connected. I shall qualify them for a faithful discharge ot the subse
who is sufficient for these things.”
And before the maiden stood.
conformed to those principles of eternal truth,
be happy to hear that you have an extended circu quent duties of life.
could not sympathize in her religious feelings.—
After she became the wife of Mr. Samuel
Tuition. &c.—The charge for those who enter
“Fair damsel,” he said, with a courtly pride, lation throughout the western church. It will give
which form the ground of our relationship to God
me pleasure to communicate to you from time to the family, including board, washing, fuel, lights,
But while single hearted in her plans and pur.
Wesley, as a family, for reasons inscrutable to
“ To thee I this goblet quaff,’’
in the economy of redemption, under all and any
time, such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans room and furniture, and tuition in all the branches
poses of life, she was also guileless and unsus
human vision, they were called to pass through
But she turned with a buoyant step aside,
pire within my sphere of labor.
of the course, is, per annum, •
$130 00
circumstances, happiness is but a name.
Leonidas Polk,
And fled with a ringing laugh.
Tuition of day scholars, per quarter, 4 50
picious of others. An unprincipled adventurer
the water and through the fire. All, we pre
Corroborative of this, let us glance for a mo
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish
Instruction on Piano, with use of instru
in the same rank of life as herself, heard of her
He
journey
’
d
on,
where
the
old
man
sat
sume, are familiar with their deep and numerous
op of Louisiana and Alabama.
ment, per quarter,
8 00
ment at the character of two distinguished fe
On the trunk of a worn out tree—
Instruction in Greek, Latin and French,
little fortune, and of the determination she had
afflictions ; and what woman, of whom we have
TERMS.
males—Margaret of Anjou, daughter of the titu
each, per quarter,................................... 3 CO
A poor old man—for his held-out hat
made, not to wed, but in the Lord. Influenced
any knowledge among the living, ever adorned,
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is
Instruction in Drawing, 20 lessons, 3 00
Was a symbol of beggary. —
lar King of Naples, and Duke of Lorraine, and
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa
Painting Water Colors,
- 4 00
by most unholy motives, he sought the acquain
like her, the vale of adversity? Mark her triumph
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